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Dr. A. Gtinther ol~ new F[sftesfrorn J~pa~. 433 

LVI . - -PreHmlnary  ]%Totes on ~ew Fisl~es collected in Japan 
d,tri~[] tl~e Exped[t[on of  H.~lL S. ~ C]~alle~ger.' By Dr. A. 
Gi~STL{EI b F .R .S ,  Keeper of the Zoological Department~ 
British Museum. 

T~iE collection of fishes made during the expedition of 
1-I.5LS. ~Challenger' having been intrusted to me for exa- 
mination, I propose to give preliminary diagnoses of the fishes 
of some of the t~unistic districts, as the execution of the plates 
will, of necessity, retard the publication of the complete account. 
Typical specimens of the species described will be deposited 
in the British Musemn after the completion of the work. 

Centro2horus s~uamulosus. 

Snout much produced, the mouth being nearly midway be- 
tween the first gill-opening and the end of the snout. The 
distance between the nostrils is two fifths of the length of the 
pra~oral portion of the snout. The labial ibld extends a little 
way along the margins of the mouth. Pectoral short, with 
the lower angle rounded, not produced. The first dorsal 
small; its base (without spine) is shorter than that of the 
second, and nearly one sixth of the distance between the two 
fins. Spines very small, scarcely projecting beyond the skin. 
Extremity of the ventral fins below the end of the second 
dorsal. The scales are tricuspid, with a median keel, and so 
minute as to give a velvety appearance to the skin. Uniform 
deep black. 

Off Inosima. 

Centrophorus foliaceus. 

Snout much produced, the mouth being nearer to the first 
gill-opening than to the end of the snout. The distance 
between the nostrils is two sevenths of the length of the pr~e- 
oral portion of the snout. The labial fold extends a little way 
along the margins of the mouth, the angle of tim mouth being 
received in a deep longitudinal slit of the skin. The anterior 
teeth of the upper jaw triangular, erect ; the laterM slightly 
oblique ; they are arranged in two regular rows. No median 
tooth in the lower j'aw. Pectoral short,, with the lower angle 
rectangular, not produced. Dorsal spines strong, nearly as 
high as the fins. The first dorsal rather lower than the se- 
cond, but with its base longer, the length of the base (without 
spine) being two fifths of the distance between the two fins. 
Extremity of the ventral fin a little behind the dorsal spine. 
The scales are peduneulated~ terminating in three spines, of 

A~,n. & Mat]. ~¥. Hist. Set. 4. Vol. xx. 30 
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434 Dr. A. Giinthcr on new iVlshes from Ja2a~. 

which the middle is the longest, corresponding to a strong 
median keel of the scale. Uniform greyish. 

Off Inosima. 

I&]~ isotrad~ys. 
Snout rather produced~ the anterior margins meeting at 

nearly a right angle. The width of the interorbital space 
equals the length of the orbits. The distance between the 
outer margins of the nostrils equals their distance from the 
end of the snout. Teeth small, each with a point directed 
backwards towards the interior of the buccal cavity. Outer 
pectoral angle rounded ; but the margins of the fin would meet 
at a right angle. Body and tail entirely covered on the upper 
surface with minute asperities, each with a stellate base. No 
spines on the superciliary margin. A single small spine in 
the middle of the back. A series of rather strong spines 
(eighteen) along the median line of the tail, none on the sides. 
Upper parts uniform brownish grey; lower parts smooth~ 
brownish black. 

Coast of Southern Japan. 

&bastes macroc]dr. 
1 3 D. 1417. A.~ P. 17/5. L. lat. ca. 45. 

The height of the body is contained thrice and one fom~h 
in the total length without caudal ; the length of the head 
twice and a hal£ Scales rather regularly arranged. Eye 
very larg% one third the length of the head, much longer than 
the snout. Mouth wide ; the maxillary extending to behind 
the middle of the eye. The bands of intermaxillary teeth are 
of moderate breadth ; but those of the vomer~ palatines, and 
mandible arc very narrow. Interorbital space flattish~ scale- 
less, narrow, its width being only two fifths of the diameter of 
the orbit. Occipital region flat~ with some rndimentary scales. 
A series of spines runs along each side of the forehead and 
occiput. It consists of a spine in front of the orbit, three 
above it, and two on each side of the occiput. ]nffaorbital 
ridge with strong spines. Prseoperculum with five pointed 
spines on the margin. Each ramus of the mandible with five 
large muciferous apertures. Dorsal spines rather feeble; the third 
to the sixth are the longest, two fifths of the length of the head. 
Anal s'oine stronger~ but shorter than the longest of the dorsal. 
Caudaf truneated. The pectoral fin is extremely broad~ the 
five or six lower rays being elongated beyond the extremity 
of those next above them. Their extremities are somewhat 
thickened ; and they~ like the similar outer ventral rays~ serve 
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Dr. A. Gtinther on new F;sTtes.fi'om Japan. 435 

as an organ of locomotion. The pectoral rays extend to the 
~entral rays beyond the vent. The latter are as long as the 
head without snout. 

.Red, with a large black spot on the posterior half of the 
spmous dorsal~ and with another between the anal spines. 

Inland Sea. 

Sebastes o~longus. 

Allied to S. ~nerm~s and Tact~ycep~alus. 
3 

D. 121~ .  A.~. L. lat. ca. 65. 

The height of the body is contained thrice and a half 
in the total length without caudal; the length of the 
head twice and three fifths. The scales are rather irregu- 
larly arranged; and much smaller above than below the 
lateral line; on the upperside of the head they advance 
to the nostrils~ very minute ones covering even the pr~e- 
orbital. The snout is pointed and much longer than the ey% 
the diameter of which is one sixth of the length of the 
head, and equal to the width of the flat interorbital space. 
None of the spines on the upperside of the head projeet l and 
those of the pra~opereulum are obtuse and dentieulated. The 
teeth form broad villiform bands in the jaws as well as on 
the vomer and palatine bones. The maxillary reaches to the 
vertical fl-om the hind margin of the eye. Dorsal spines 
strong ; the fourth to the seventh are the longest~ two fifths of 
the length of the head. Anal spines stronger, but much 
shorter than the longest of the dorsal. Brownish marbled 
with darker ; lower parts and all the fins with brown spots ; an 
oblique brown streak from the pra~orbital towards the angle 
of the pra~opereulum. 

Inland Sea. 

Scorpcena miostoma. 
Allied to Sc. zanzibarensls and Sc. long~corn(s~ but with a 

considerably narrower mouth. 
3 D. 1 1 ] ~ .  A.~. L. lat. 45. 

Palatine teeth; t he  vomerine teeth form a simple open 
V-sha~oed band. The height of the body is less than the 
lengtt~ of ~he head~ which is contained twice and one third in 
the total length without caudal. Head nearly entirely scale- 
less. Upper jaw slightly overlapping the lower. Orbital 
tentacles broad, fringed, shorter than the ey% which equals 
the length of the snout. Interorbital space deeply concur% 
with a pair of slight ridges within its concavity. Vertex with 

30 ~ 
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436 Dr. A. Giinther on new Flshes 2%m Japan. 

a quadrate depression~ which is rather broader than long and 
surrounded by spines. T]te maxillar~j does not extend back- 
wards to below t£e m~dd[e of t£e eye. All the cutaneous 
appendages on the head, body~ and fins are well developed. 
The fourth and fifth dorsal spines are the longest~ two fifths 
of the length of the head~ and equal to the second of the anal 
fin, which, however, is stronger. Eight of the pectoral rays 
are branched. Body and fins marbled with the usual eolours 
of this genus, but without any peculiar markings. The axil 
of the pectoral is scarcely spotted ; and the lower part of the 
head is white. 

Market of Yokohama. 

lOo[ym~x~a ja2)onica. 

D. ~. A. 4. ¥ .  1/6. L. lat. ca. 60. L. transv. 8/17. 

The upper jaw projects more beyond the lower than in 
either of the two other species. The maxillary extends to 
below the hind margin of the eye, which is one third of the 
length of the head. Six vertical series of scales on th'e cheek. 
Ventral fins short, rather more than one third of the length of 
the head. Top of the dorsal and extremities of the caudal 
lobes black. 

Off Inosima. 

PlatyceTltalus rudls. 

D . I [  81 11. A. 11. L. lat. ca. 70. 
The length of the head is one third of the total without 

caudal ; and its width between the pr~eopercular spines is more 
than one half Of its length. All the bones on the upper sur- 
face and tim scales covering its sides are rough. The space 
between the eyes is concave, its width being one half of the 
vertical diameter of the eye. Superciliary edge serrated; 
ridges with distant spines along the infraorbital and above the 
opereulum~ the central ridges of the crown of the head being 
rather obscure. Opercnlar ridge not serrated. Three spines 
at the angle of the pr~eoperculum, the lower of which is the 
smallest, the upper the longest, but only half the length of 
the ey.e Only the. ibremost part of the lateral. .line is spiny. 
Ventral fins reaching to the anal. Gre)ush, with black dots 
on the trunk and opereulum. The spinous dorsal and ven- 
tral black, the second dorsal and pectoral with blacldsh dots. 
Caudal irregularly marbled with blackish. 

Market of Yokohama. 
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Dr. A. Gtinther on new Fishes from Japan. 437 

Gobius yokohamce. 

D. 6111.  A. 11. L. lat. 26. 

The height of the body is contained four times and a 
half in the total length (without caudal); the length of 
the head thrice and three fourths. Snout obtus% as long 
as the ey% the diameter of which is more than one fourth 
of the length of the bead. Eyes very close together; 
mouth oblique, with the jaws subequal in front, rea.ehing to 
below the front margin of the eye; a very small canine tooth 
on each side of the lower jaw; head and oceiput naked~ but 
nape covered with small scales. A wide pore in front and 
behind the interorbital space, and two others behind the eye ; 
they are the openings of ttle mueiferous channels. Seveu 
longitudinal series of scales between the second dorsal and the 
anal ; the ventral fin terminates at some distance from the vent, 
which is midway between the root of the caudal and the pr~e- 
opereulum. Dorsal fins rather lower than the body; caudal 
slightly pointed, as tong as the head. Light brownish olive, 
with a series of five brown spots along the lower half of the 
body~ the last being on the root of the caudal and the most 
distinct ; a triangular black spot occupies the lower angle of 
the opereulum ; gill-membrane on the throat blackish. 

Small as this species is (2½ inches) it is adult~ a female~ 
having the ovaries fully developed. 

Yokohama Bay. 

geTidoTus tenuis. 
D. 126. A. 71. 

This species is distinguished at the first glance by the ex- 
traordinary slenderness of the body~ the depth of which is not 
much more than one fourth of the length of the head; the 
latter is two fifths of the length of the trunk, and one seventh 
of the total. The lateral teeth are comparatively stronger and 
fewer in nmnber than in L. caudatus. The terminal portion 
of the tail becomes so slender that its entire depth is occupied 
by the mucous canal of the lateral line, which is very wide. 
Caudal fin very small. The anterior anal ray's are not fre% 
but hidden below the skin. Uniform silvery-. 

Off Inosima. 

Sirembo grand;s. 
Head rather short and broad~ with obtuse snout overlapping 

the lower jaw. Eye small~ about one third the length of the 
snou b and one eleventh of that of the head. Mouth rather 
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438 Dr. A. Giinther on new FZsTtesfrom Japan. 

wide, the maxillary extending to behind the eye, barbels none. 
Teeth of the jaws, vomer, and palatine bones in villiform 
bands. Nostrils gapMg, oval openings, of which the anterior 
is surrounded by a membranous wall. Pr~eoperculum crescent- 
shaped~ without any armature ; operculum with a strong spine 
above. 

S.cales minute ; also the entire head, even the space between 
~he nostrils~ covered with minute scales. Lateral line indis- 
tinct for the greater part of its course. 

The dorsal fin is, like the anal, enveloped in a thick, scaly 
skin. It commences with short rays above the middle of the 
pectoral fin. The pectoral is rounded~ broad, and remarkably 
short, about half as long as the head. Ventrals inserted below 
the angle of the pr~eoperculum, at some distance behind the 
symphysis of the humerus. Each ventral filament is bifid, 
the inner part being tt,e longest. Distance of the vent from 
the root of the pectoral more than the length of the head. 

Brown; darker behind, lighter in front. Fins blackish. 
Cavity of the mouth grey~ peritoneum black. 

Total length 29½ inches, length of the head 5~ inches, length 
of ventral filament 3 inches. Distance of the vent from the 
snout 12½ inches. 

South of Yeddo. 

Macrurus macroc]t~r. 
1 D. 11. V. 7. 

Snout produeed~ tetrahedral~ rather longer than the large 
eye; a bony ridge runs along the median line of the upper 
side of the snou% and a fold of the skin along that of the 
anterior side. Interorbital space slightly eonvex~ its width 
being somewhat more than the diameter of the eye. Infra- 
orbital ridge low. Mouth rather wid% more lateral than in 
the other species of this genus. Barbel very small. Teeth 
"en carrie," in a narrow band in the upper jaw~ and in a 
single series in the lower. No scaleless tbssa on the side of 
the temple. The two limbs of the prseopereulum meet at a 
somewhat acute angle, which is produced backwards. 

The second dorsal spine is smooth and slender; and the 
second dorsal fin commences at a distance behind the first 
which is about one half of the length of the head. Pectoral 
fin remarkably long~ extending to the origin of the second 
dorsa% and equal in length to the head the snout not included. 
The outer ventral ray not produced. 

Scales rather thin~ with from eight to ten finely erenulated 
radiating ridges, which do not project beyond the margin of 
the scale. There are five scales in a transverse series between 
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Dr. A. Gtinther on new Fishes from @ a n .  439 

the first dorsal and the lateral line. The head is covered with 
similar radiated scales, but irregular as regards size and ar- 
rangement; lower limb of the prmoperculum scaly. 

Brownish black. 
Off Inosima. 

~[acrurus para~lelus. 
1 D. 10. V. 7. 

Snout much produced, subtrihedral, pointed, nearly twice 
as long as the large eye. Scales with five or even seven 
spiny ridges~ which are nearly parallel to one another, and of 
which the middle one is the strongest~ terminating in a more 
or less strongly proiecting spine. Head covered all over with 
irregular, spiny~ tubercle-like scales, of which those along the 
infraorbital crest and along two lines on each side of the 
crown of the head are the strongest. There are five scales in 
a transverse series between the first dorsal and tlle lateral line. 
No scaleless fossa on the temple. Outer ventral ray produced 
into a short filament. 

Off Inosima. 
Coryp]~noides longifills. 

1D.  13. A. 9. 
Snout as in a G~dus~ swolien~ obtuse, not projecting beyond 

the mouth, the jaws being equal. Eye rather larg% but 
shorter than the snout, the length of which equals the width 
of the interorbita[ space. Mouth very wid% extending nearly 
to below the hind margin of the eye. Teeth of the outer series 
in the upper jaw much stronger than the others ; those of the 
lower strong, in a single series. Barbel minute. Pr~eoper- 
culum with the hind margin not excised, with the angle 
rounded, and both limbs scaly. 

Scales rather thin and small, with about five feeble radiating 
keels. There are thirteen or fourteen scales in a transverse 
series between the first dorsal and the lateral line. The 
second dorsal spine is feeble, somewhat produced, obscurely 
denticulated in fl'ont. The second dorsal fin commences im- 
mediately behind the first. Pectoral much prolonged~ as long 
as the head. The outer ventral ray proctuced into an exceed- 
ingly long stiff filament. Brownish black. 

South of Yeddo. 

Coryphcenoides altiTinnis. 
1D.  12. V. 9. 

The snout is rather short, slightly projecting beyond the 
mouth~ with a prominent tubercle in the middle. Eye lur~% 
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440 Dr. A. Giinther on new F~'sl~es f rom Japan. 

not much shorter than the snout, or than the width of the 
intcrorbitM space. }[outh extending beyond tile middle of 
the eye. Teeth of the outer series visibly stronger than the 
remainder. Barbel shorter than the eye. Pr~eoperculnm 
with the hind margin not exeisedj and with both limbs densely 
scaly. 

Scales with five radiating spiny ridges, the spines being 
very small. There are eleven or twelve scales in a transverse 
series between the first dorsal and the lateral line. Second 
dorsal spine considerably prodneed~ armed in front with rather 
distant barbs. The second dorsal flit commences at a short 
distance behind the first. The outer ventral ray produced 
into a filament. 

South of Yeddo. 

Cor~jpl~oBnoides nasutus. 

D. 11195.  A. 110. V. 10. 
Snout obtusely conical, with a rather sharp upper edge, and 

with a projecting barb in the middle. The snout projects 
beyond the mouth, the deft of which does not quite reach to 
below the middle of the eye. The teeth of the outer series are 
scarcely stronger than the remainder. Barbel very small. 
The width of the interorbital space is not quite equal to the 
vertical diameter of the eye. 

The scales are equally rough over the whole of their sur- 
face, the spinelets being snbequal in siz% densely packed, 
and not arranged in series. There are seven or eight scales 
in a transverse series between the first dorsM and the lateral 
line. Second dorsal spine somewhat produced, armed along 
its anterior edge with barbs pointing upwards and rather 
closely set. The second dorsal fin commences at a considera- 
ble distance behind the first, the distance being equal to the 
length of the head. The outer ventral ray produced into a 
long filament. 

South of Yeddo. 

Cor?/lol~cenolcles asjoer. 
1 D. 11. V. 10-11. 

Snout short, slightly projecting beyond the mouth. Eye of 
moderate size, not much shorter than the snout. Interorbital 
space flat, wider than the eye. Mouth extending to below 
the middle of the eye. Teeth of the outer series stronger than 
the remainder. Barbel rather shorter than the eye. Prm- 
opereulum with the hind margin not excised, and with both 
limbs densely scaly. 

Scales with five radiating series of strong and low spines. 
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Dr. A. Gttnther on nez~ Fishes fi'om Japan. 441 

There are six scales in a transverse series between the first 
dorsal and the lateral line. Second dorsal spine considerably 
produced~ armed in front with rather distant barbs. The 
second dorsal fin commences at a short distance behind the 
first. The outer ventral ray produced into a filament. Black. 

South of the Philippines and Japan. 

Co,J.ypl~wides leptolejois. 

1 D. 10. V. 9. 
The snout is rather long ~ but its front portion projects but 

slightly beyond the mouth. The eye is comparatively small, 
about half the length of the snout, and much less than the 
width of tile interorbital space. Month wide, extending to 
below the hind margin of the eye. The teeth of the outer 
series are much stronger than those of the villiform band. 
Barbels as long as the eye. The pr~eopereulum with the 
hind margin excised, and with the angle rounded and pro- 
dueed backwards; in young examples the lower margin is 
toothed. Lower limb of the pr~eoperculum scaleless. 

Scales thin and deciduous ; most with five or seven radia- 
ting keels, some, especially on the back, nearly or quite 
smooth. There are seven or eight scales in a transverse 
series between the first dorsal and the lateral line. Second 
dorsal spine slightly produced, with barbs in front, which are 
rather distantly arranged. The second dorsal fin commences 
at a short distance behind the first. The outer ventral ray 
produced into a long filament. 

Off the coasts of Brazil and Japan, IVIid-Pacifie. 

Coryphcenoides villosus. 

1D. 10. V. 7. 

Snout compressed, very slightly projecting beyond the 
mouth, short, not longer than the eye, which is of moderate 
raze. Interorbital space broader than the eye. ~[outh rather 
small, not extending to below the centre of the eye. Infra- 
orbital ridge very obsolete. Teeth in villiform bands in both 
jaws. Barbel very small and slender. 

The scales are armed with erect spines~ which give to the 
body the appearance of being covered with short villosities. 
A series of stronger spines runs along each side of the base of 
the second dorsal and anal fins. The second dorsal spine is 
very slender, smooth; the second dorsal fin commences imme- 
diately behind tile first. The outer ventral ray produced into 
a very short filament. Blackish. 

South of Yeddo. 
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442 Dr. A. Gttnther on new Fi.s/~es fi'om Japan. 

Pgeuroneetes yoleohamcs. 

D. 68-72. A. 52. 

The height of the body is contained twice and one sixth 
in the total length (without caudal); the length of the 
head four times. Snout shorter than the eye, the dia- 
meter of which is one fifth of the length of the head; 
lower jaw prominent; maxillary as long as the eye; the 
upper jaw with a series of fifteen truncated teeth on the 
blind side, none on the other; eyes separated by a very 
narrow space covered with rudimentary scales. Scales 
small, cycloid, imbricate, larger about the lateral line than 
elsewhere ; the anterior curve of the lateral line is strong in 
an adult specimen, but much more open in a young one; 
its width equals the length of the pectoral; pectoral more 
than half as long as the head; ventrals entirely separate; 
fin-rays smooth; the dorsal commences, immediately behind 
the front margin of the orbit. The free portion of the tail 
much higher than long. Gill-rakers very short, aboutten on 
the first branchial arch. Blackish brown, uniform or indi- 
stinctly mottled with darker. In the young specimen the 
rays of the vertical fins are dotted with brown, five or six of 
them (of the dorsal as well as of the anal) having a broad 
black ring. In the adult example those fin-rays are uniformly 
eoloured, only traces of the dark rings being still visible. 

Yokohama Bay. 

Leuciscus hakuensis. 
D. 10. A. 10. L. lat. 73. L. transv. 15/14. 

The height of the body is one fourth of the total length 
(without caudal) ; the length of the head two ninths. The 
diameter of the eye is one fifth of the length of the head, and 
two thirds of the length of the snout, or of the width of the 
interorbitat space. The head is remarkably small, with naro 
row~ pointed snout~ tile cleft of the mouth being oblique and 
not reaching to the front margin of the eye. Upper jaw 
overlapping the lower. Origin of the dorsal fin above the 
root of the ventrals, midway between the snout and the root 
of the caudal fin; fins generally small and short, the pectoral 
being not more than one half of its distance from the ventral. 
Scales very indistinctly striated; there are eight longitudinal 
series between tile lateral line and ventral fin. Pharyngeal 
teeth 5 I 2, pointed. Coloration uniform. 

Lake Hakou. 
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Family Bathythrissidm. 

Body oblong, with rounded abdomen, covered with cycloid 
scales ; head naked ; barbels none. l~Iargin of the upper jaw 
formed by the intermaxil[aries mesiaily, and by the maxil- 
laries laterally. Opercular apparatus complete. Adipose flu 
none ; dorsal fin much elongat% many-rayed ; anal fin short. 
Stomach with a blind sac; pyloric appendages nmnerous. 
Gill-apparatus well developed; pscudobranehim; gill-open- 
ings wide; an Mr-bladder. Ova very smM1; ovaries without 
duct. 

BATHYTItRISSA. 

Body covered with scales of moderate size. Head narrow~ 
oblong~ with the muciferous channels much developed. Eye 
large. Mouth narrow, coregonoid, with bands of minute teeth 
imbedded in the thick lips ; maxillary with a marginal row of 
very small teeth. Caudal fin forked, with a dense layer of 
small scales. Air-bladder with very thick walls~ terminating 
in two short horns in front~ pointed behind. 

Bat]~ytl~rissa dorsalls. 
B. 6. D. 56. A. 12. V. 9. L. lat. 112. L. transv. 8/13. 

Coec. pylor. 14. 

The general aspect of this remaxkable fish is that of a much 
elongate Coregonus, its greatest depth being one fifth of the 
length of the body (without caudal). The head is low~ elon- 
gate, one fourth of that length ; the large ey% the diameter of 
which is rather more than one fourth of the length of the 
head, occupies nearly the middle of its length, slightly en- 
croaching upon the upper profile. The width of the interor- 
bital space is much less than the diameter of the eye. Snout 
projecting beyond the mouth as in a Coregonws ; mouth late- 
rally extending to below the anterior nostril ; the labial tbld 
of the mandible does not extend across the symphysis. Nos- 
trils close together~ separated by a membrane only. The 
muciferous channel of the infi'aorbital is longitudinally divided 
by a straight ridge; angle of the prmoperculum somewhat 
produced backwards; operculum small; sub- and interoper- 
eulum narrow. 

Scales very regularly arranged; lateral line straigh b run- 
ning along the middle of the tail. 

The vent is situated far backwards, its distance fl'om the 
caudal being less than the length of the head. 

The dorsal fin is low~ but the anterior rays arc somewhat 
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4~4 Dr. A. Giinther on ~zew F;shes from Japan. 

the longest ; it commences above the middle of the pectoral, 
and terminates above the middle of tile anal. Also the anal 
rays are short, the anterior being the long'est. The caudal 
fin is deeply forked, densely covered with scales. The pecto- 
rals are more, the ventrals less than half as long as the head. 
Yentrals inserted midway between the anal and the head. 

Upper parts brownish, shining silvery ; lower parts silvery, 
minutely dotted with brown. 

Off Inosima. 

Salmo macrostoma. 

B. 12. D. 13. A. 14. L. lat. ca. 130. 

This fish is distinguished by its remarkably pointed snout, 
the upper jaw being rather the longer, and by its wide .oblique 
mouth. The narrow and slightly curved maxillary extending 
considerably behind the hind margin of the orbit. The head 
is small, only one fourth of the total length without caudal. 
Eye small, nearly one seventh of the length of the head. 
Teeth rather small; one pair on the head of the vomer is 
followed by three or four other small teeth, arranged in a 
series. Pr~eopereulum crescent-shaped, without lower limb. 
Body rather deep ; its depth being equal to the length of the 
head. There are sixteen or seventeen scales in a series ob- 
liquely descending fl'om behind the adipose fin to the lateral 
line. Dorsal fin but little higher than long. Caudal fin deeply 
emarginate. Silvery; with nineparr-marks along the lateral 
line, and with several round spots above and below them on 
the sides. 

Yokohama market. 

A uloTus japonicus. 
D. 15. A. 9. L. lat. 43. L. transv. 4½/6. 

The length of the head is contained thrice and one fourth 
in the total without caudal. The diameter of the eye equals 
the length of the snout, and is contained thrice and two thirds 
in the length of the head. Interorbital space concave, one half 
of the width of the eye. Maxillary extending to behind 
the middle of the eye. Body irregularly marbled with 
blackish. 

Market of Yokohama. 

Halosaurus a2~ngs. 
Snout much produced, but less so than in Halosaurus rostra- 

tus, its prmoral portion being scarcely one half of its length. 
Eye of moderate size, one third of the postocular portion of 
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the head, and equal to the width of the interorbital space- 
Maxillary not reaching to the front margin of the eye. The 
length of the hdad equals its distance ti'om the root of the 
ventral~ the origin of which is but slightly in advance of that 
of the dorsal. Nearly all the scales are lost : only some of tl~e 
lateral line remain; they are much larger than the other 
scales ; and on the tail, where the lateral line approaches the 
lower profile~ these larger scales are separated from the anal 
fin by one series of small scales only. Otherwise there is the 
greatest similarity between this species~ Halosaurus rostJ'a- 
tus, and H. Owenii. 

South of Japan. 

Conjro,murosna megastoma. 
The length of the head is two thirds of that of the trunk~ 

the tail being longer than the body; upper jaw much pro- 
jecting beyond the lower~ rather pointed ; mouth extending far 
behind the middle of the ey% which is large, two ninths or 
one fifth of the length of the head~ and nearly two thirds of 
that cf the snout ~ posterior nostril a wid% round~ open aper- 
ture ; length of the pectoral fin one third of that of tim head ; 
the dorsal commences above the root of the pectoral; vertical 
fins with a light margin ; terminal portion of the tail black~ 
extremity of the fin white. 

Off Inosima. 

Synaphobranc£us bathybius. 
Mouth and dentition as in S. pinnatus. Eye one half or 

two thirds of the length of the snout. The length of the body 
is contained only once and a fourth in that of the tail. "The 
dorsal fin commences above or immediately behind the 
pectoral~ which is only one third the length of the head. 
Epidermoid productions quite rudimentary~ lanceolate, im- 
bedded in the skin; cheeks naked. Dorsal and anal fins 
low, especially the former. 

Uniform black. 
Middle of North Pacific ; south of Yeddo. Midway between 

Cape of Good Hope and Kerguelen's Land. 

Syna2)]wbranclzus aa~nis. 
Allied to 8. 5revidorsalis~ from which it differs in the fol- 

lowing points :--The length of the body is two fifths of that 
of the tail ; root of the pectoral fin midway between the end 
of tim snout and the vent. Dorsal fin commencing at some 
distance behind the vent. Pectoral of moderate length~ rather 
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446 }]~iscella~eovs. 

less than one half of the length of the head. Epidermoid 
productions rudimentary, ]anceolate, obliquely arranged, im- 
bedded in the skin. Anal higher than dorsal. 

Blackish brown. 
Off Inosima. 

Nettastoma 2arvlce2s. 

Head small, its length being two fifths of the distance 
between the gill-openlng and vent (more than one half in iV. 
¢nela~.urum). Dorsal fin commencing in advance of the gill- 
open.rag. In  other respects similar to the Mediterranean 
species. 

South of Yeddo. 

Monacanthus modestus. 

D. 36. A. 34. 

Skin velvety, without spines or bristles on the tail ;  the 
height of the body is contained twice and three fourths in 
the total length (without caudal) ; upper profile of the head 
convex, the gill-opening extends downwards to the level 
of the middle of the root of the pectoral; the dorsal 
spine is inserted above the posterior third of the eye; it 
is scarcely half as long as the head, or as its distance 
from the second dorsal fin; it is armed with four series 
of very small barbs, the two front series being very close 
together; the anterior half of the dorsal and anal fins 
devated, somewhat higher than the dorsal spine; ventral 
spine fixed. 

Uniform brownish grey ;  caudal blackish, with the inter- 
radial membrane whitish and without any cross bands. 

Inland Sea. 

]~ISCELLANEOUS. 

~I. K. A. Zittel on Fossil t[exactinellida. 

To the Editors of the Annals and Magazine of Natural History. 
G~-TL~)~J~,--Permit me to correct a slight mistake that has 

crept into Prof. Zittel's diagnosis of the scheme I adopted in the 
year 1870 ~ for the natural subdivision of the then known ttexae- 
fine]lid sponge-forms, and which error is reproduced in Mr. Dallas's 
translation in. the last number of the ' Annals.' Of the two groups 
of the " Coralliospongia" and " Calicis2ongia" then instituted by 
me, it was the former of the two that was made to embrace all 
those species distinguished by the possession of an "anastomosing 

* ' Monthly Microscopical Journal~' vol. iv. p. 252, 1870. 
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